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Abstract 
 The core theme of this diploma thesis is the French Foreign Legion that is examined 
from the point of view of national interests and strategic culture of France. It is very unusual 
in developed countries to have foreigners as a part of national army. Goal of the thesis is to 
discover and describe the causes of continuing existence of the French Foreign Legion. First 
of all, the author defines national interests and strategic culture of France for certain periods, 
and then he assesses the contribution of the Legion to fulfillment of goals connected to the 
national interests and the strategic culture.  
To the main conclusions of this work belongs that the first hypothesis was confirmed, 
the French Foreign Legion helped to reach goals based on national interests in certain periods. 
On the other hand, the second hypothesis was not completely confirmed. The author expected 
that the strategic culture always stabilizes and supports the role of the Legion, but he found 
out the opposite for the interwar period. The author supposes higher importance of the Legion 
in the area of peacekeeping operations under a mandate of the UN or NATO because the EU 
currently lacks troops prepared to be deployed abroad. 
